
V I S I O N  &  V A L U E S

W O R K B O O K

MI S S I ON

F AMI L Y ON

Building a Discipling Culture



Some content adapted from: http://www.artofmanliness.com/2013/08/21/
creating-a-family-culture-how-and-why-to-create-a-family-mission-state-
ment/

“It’s possible to live 
life as a family who 

follows Jesus together 
in a way that fits your 
family rhythms, helps 
people experience the 

grace of Jesus and 
gives other families 

something to imitate.”
-D2MC



If you are married or have 
children, this process 
will involve a series of 
conversations over time. First as 
a couple and then, if applicable, 
as a family unit. Begin each 
conversation in prayer, asking 
God to guide your thoughts and 
words. It is important that all 
members of the family have a 
voice in the vision and values 
that form for your family, from 
the oldest to the youngest. 

CREATING YOUR 
FAMILY VISION & 
VALUES

Defining your family’s vision and 
values involves taking stock 
of what is true for your family 
already and what you hope 
to live into as you grow in this 
area. We’ve compiled a list of 
questions that will guide you as 
you pray and seek God’s calling 
on the life of your family. This 
process takes time and may 
involve multiple conversations. 
Don’t forget to take notes!
If you are single, spend some 
time praying over and reflecting 
on these questions on your 
own, first. Then seek out a 
trusted friend or mentor to help 
reflect back to you, affirm you 
and help you clarify what God 
is revealing to you. Consider 
whether a few close friends may 
actually become your family on 
mission.

Family on Mission: Intentionally following Jesus into the mission field 
of our lives and neighborhoods, hobbies and schools with shared 
vision and values in our family to guide us.
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HOW TO:

1. Reflecting upon “what is” and “what could be” helps lay the 
foundation for “what will be.” Over the days and weeks ahead, 
begin the discovery process by discussing the questions either 
for single adults (pg.2) or families (pg.4) as they apply to you. 
Use the blank pages for brainstorming answers.

Questions to help single adults discover ‘What is’, ‘What 
could be’ and ‘What will be’:

What is...
1. What traditions do I bring with me from my family? What 

traditions do I want to keep and/or create?
2. Are there things from my family history that I’m happy or 

unhappy with? How can I change them if I’m unhappy?
3. What values are currently being expressed in my life?
4. What unique gifts, talents and abilities do I have?
5. How can I best relate to my family?
6. Who are my heroes? What is it about them that I like and would 

like to emulate?
7. Do I work from rest? If not, what would need to change to 

begin intentionally working from rest?
8. How has God uniquely wired me to be in relationship with 

people of peace in my sphere of relational influence?

What could be...
1. What kind of person do I want to be?
2. How do I want to treat others?
3. How do I want to resolve conflict?
4. What goals are important to me?
5. What kind of feeling do I want to have in my home?
6. How do I want to handle finances?
7. What kind of friend/child/sibling do I want to be?
8. What principles do I want to teach my future children to help 

them prepare for adulthood and lead responsible, caring lives?
9. What do I want to be remembered by?
10. How do I want to give back?
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Questions to help families discover ‘What is’, ‘What could 
be’ and ‘What will be’:

What is...
1. What was the best time we’ve had as a family?
2. What are your favorite memories or traditions?
3. What values are currently being expressed in the life of our 

family?
4. What is the purpose of our family?
5. What embarrasses you about our family?
6. What makes you want to come home?
7. What things are truly important to us as a family?
8. What are the unique talents, gifts, and abilities of family 

members?
9. What are our responsibilities as family members?
10. Who are our heroes? What it is about them that we like and 

would like to emulate?
11. What families inspire us and why do we admire them?
12. Does our family work from rest? If not, what would need to 

change to begin intentionally working from rest?
13. How does each family member rest and how can that be 

honored?
14. How has God uniquely wired our family to be in relationship 

with people of peace in our sphere of relational influence?

What could be...
1. What kind of family do we want to be?
2. What kinds of things do we want to do?
3. What kind of feeling do we want to have in our home?
4. What kind of home would you like to invite your friends to?
5. What do we want to be remembered by?
6. What kind of relationships do we want to have with one 

another?
7. How do we want to treat one another and speak to one 

another?
8. What are the principles and guidelines we want our family to 

follow?
9. How can we contribute to society as a family and become more 

service-oriented?
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2. Make a list of your core values. This list should reflect what you 
actually value, not what you think you should value.
For example:
Adventure  Fun  Integrity
Creativity  Health  Kindness
Discipline  Honesty Service
Education  Humor  Forgiveness
Faith  God  Trust
Physical activity Rest  etc.
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3. Write phrases or taglines that capture the values of your family. 
This will help lead to your vision and can be from Scripture, 
movies, books, poems, etc, or made up…
• They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad 

and sincere hearts.” Acts 2:46
• “Keep Moving Forward.” (from the animated film Meet the 

Robinsons)
• “Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can’t Lose” (from Friday Night 

Lights) B
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4. Narrow the focus in on five big values/ideas. More than five 
becomes cumbersome and easy to forget. Ask yourselves: Can 
any items be combined? Are there certain values everyone 
feels good about?
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5. Work together to write your vision and values. Write your final 
vision and values on the back cover.

Here are some examples from D2MC trainers and coaches:

Example 1:
Vision:  God’s Love. Know. Show. Grow
Values: We… 

 Reflect God’s love
 Are stronger together
 Celebrate each other
 Look before we leap
 Welcome others

Example 2:
Vision:  To live in Christ and share Him with others.
Values: His love in Word and Sacrament

 It’s not about me
 Lost people matter
 Work from our rest
 Wrestle before settle

Example 3:
Vision: We follow Jesus together so that people experience the 
life-changing love of God. 
Values: Remember who you are… 

Always room for one more… 
Authentic conversations
Serve others in the name of Jesus and invite people into it 
Share both grace and truth of Jesus 
Both adventure and rest are important

6. Consider hanging your vision and values in a prominent 
place in your home. Refer to them daily and use them as a 
reminder of whose you are and who you are called to be as 
representatives of his Kingdom.
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Our Family:

Our Vision:

Our Values:


